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Abstract. The purpose of this article is to investigate the main vectors of photo tourism development in Ukraine as an innovative trend in active tourism. On the basis of systematization of the definitions available, the author presents her own vision of the concept “photo tourism”, as well as its main functions. The author gives a brief outline of the geography of the most popular photo tours in the world and emphasizes prospects for development of photo tourism within Ukraine on the basis of the touristic recreational potential available. Among the most popular destinations of photo tourism in the world for street photography and genre photography we can highlight Europe. Paris, Rome, Amsterdam, Madrid, Prague and Lisbon are considered to be truly picturesque photo locations. In terms of scenery tours, the top ranking directions are exotic ones, such as South-East Asia, Central Asia, the Middle East, India, Tibet, China, Nepal, Ethiopia, Bhutan and Malaysia. The whole territory of Ukraine is appealing in terms of photo tourism development, though the Ukrainian Carpathians and the Crimea possess the best qualities for scenery, panoramic and genre photography. At present photo tours are being actively carried out only in the Western regions of the country. The most interesting natural locations have been described, which might become the basis for photo tours within the boundaries of Ukraine in the future. The objects to be captured by the camera lens are mostly historical and cultural heritage – castles, fortresses, palace complexes. The Chornobyl Exclusion Zone has become a particularly interesting photo location. A range of schematic maps depicting tourist photo locations in the West of Ukraine has been created. The second vector of development of photo tourism in Ukraine is the landscapes of the Carpathian Mountains. The following photo tours are successfully implemented and the most popular among tourists: “The Marmaros Mountains: photo trip along the Ukraine – Romania border”; “Verkhovyna Watershed Ridge”; “Borzhava Mountain Valley”; “Pre-Watershed Gorgany”; “Svydovets Massif”; “Marmaros Massif”. The article analyzes the photo tour proposals nowadays available for Ukrainian tourists, their value and territorial organization. The findings of the research suggest that photo tourism is predominantly directed outside the boundaries of Ukraine whereas the development of internal photo tourism is significantly slower. The benefit of the study is that the author has developed a new tourist product in the market of tourist services of Ukraine – the programme of the photo tour “Gastronomic Transcarpathia”. Food photography of Transcarpathian cuisine is considered to be a promising and innovative element in the development of the tourist industry in the region. This article mentions limiting factors hindering development of photo tourism in Ukraine and in Transcarpathian region in particular.
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Introduction: Recently, photo tourism has emerged as one of the most popular forms of active leisure and is currently characterized by particularly dynamic development. This special and innovative trend of tourism attracts like-minded people willing to share their experience and ideas and to tell the world about the most beautiful corners of our planet through their photos.

The investigation of the modern aspects of photo tourism development in Ukraine is a matter of extremely topical interest, as on the one hand, this trend of touristic activity is new and scantily explored, but on the other hand, the prospects for its further development are excellent. Foreign authors N. Snauvely, S. Seitz, R. Szelskis (Snauvely, Seitz, Szelski, 2006), P.D. Osborne (Osborne, 2000), J. Larsen (Larsen, 2006) mostly highlight the specific trend of tourism attracts like-minded people willing to share their experience and ideas and to tell the world about the most beautiful corners of our planet through their photos.

The investigation of the modern aspects of photo tourism development in Ukraine is a matter of extremely topical interest, as on the one hand, this trend of touristic activity is new and scantily explored, but on the other hand, the prospects for its further development are excellent. Foreign authors N. Snauvely, S. Seitz, R. Szelskis (Snauvely, Seitz, Szelski, 2006), P.D. Osborne (Osborne, 2000), J. Larsen (Larsen, 2006) mostly highlight the specific trend of tourism attracts like-minded people willing to share their experience and ideas and to tell the world about the most beautiful corners of our planet through their photos.

The main characteristic feature of photo tourism is informative, educative, entertaining, aesthetic value, contrast range, picturesqueness etc. Therefore, investigations of photo tours, the role and significance of photography in choosing the itinerary of a trip. This topic has not been well-investigated in Ukraine. Certain general aspects as well as peculiarities of photo tourism development can be found in the works of the domestic authors: O. Beidyk (Beidyk, 2013), T. Krasnov, S. Kolodiy, I. Melika (Melika, 2012), S. Lyshayev, A. Bilous (Bilous, 2013), N. Zalevska (Zalevska, 2015). For example, O. Beidyk in the Tutorial “Unique Ukraine: geography and tourism resources” investigated attractive natural, historical and cultural objects with prospects for photo tourism development. Bilous A. and Lyshayev S. consider photo tourism as innovative trend of tourism activity and characterize the most popular photo tourism routes. Zalevska N. explored the implementation of photo tourism in the hotel industry. She also has developed the photo tour of prominent objects of Kyiv and Kyiv region. Melika I. and Kolodiy S. investigated technical aspects of organizing photo tours. However, such studies as analysis of the most promising photo locations within the territory of Ukraine and development of the viable tourist routes have not been thoroughly investigated or completed yet.

The purpose of this article is to characterize the major vectors of developing photo tourism as a new segment in the market of tourist services of Ukraine on the whole and on the territory of Transcarpathian region in particular; to develop thematic photo tour on the territory of Transcarpathian region.

Materials and methods of investigation. In the process of investigation, the following methodological tools were implemented: methods of analysis and synthesis, observation, comparison, description, historical method, cartographic method, statistical analysis; the programme Foto Fusion5 was used for creation of a photo location map.

Results and their analysis. There exists a variety of definitions of the concept “photo tourism”. On the basis of analysis of the interpretations available, we offer our own vision of this notion. Photo tourism is a form of active tourism which is a symbiosis of tourism and photo art, and is carried out predominantly by amateur photographers, for whom tourist attractions are as important as their characteristics (aesthetic value, contrast range, picturesqueness etc.). The main characteristic feature of photo tourism is the fact that it not only enables a person to discover new destinations and visit monuments of natural, historical and cultural heritage, but also to increase the level of their photographic competence and enrich their portfolio with new photos (Ukrainska asociatsiia aktyvnoho ta ekolohichnoho turizmu, Ukrainian Association of Active and Ecological Tourism, 2018).

We can single out several functions of photo tourism: informative, educative, entertaining, health-improving, communicative and creative.

In the Western Europe, the development of photo tourism soared around thirty years ago. By the way, the nation that is the keenest on photography is
the French. The geography of photo tours is extremely wide. Among the most popular directions we can highlight Europe – for street photography and genre photography. Paris, Rome, Amsterdam, Madrid, Prague and Lisbon are considered to be truly picturesque photo locations. In terms of scenery tours, the top ranking directions are exotic ones, such as South-East Asia, Central Asia, the Middle East, India, Tibet, China, Nepal, Ethiopia, Bhutan and Malaysia. There are also numerous destinations in Southern America, countries of the Caribbean Basin, Australia and Iceland (Zalevska, 2015). Photo tourism is quite well-developed in the USA as well. The most popular centers for its development on the North American continent are New York, London, San Francisco, Chicago, Paris, Los Angeles, Washington, and Seattle.

Nowadays Ukraine could find its niche in this segment of the tourist market and position itself as a country with prospects for photo tourism development. The whole territory of Ukraine is appealing in terms of photo tour development, though the Ukrainian Carpathians and the Crimea possess the best qualities for scenery, panoramic and genre photography (Bilous, 2013).

At present, photo tours are being actively carried out only in the Western regions of the country. The objects to be captured by the camera lens are mostly historical and cultural heritage – castles, fortresses, palace complexes. The Chornobyl Exclusion Zone has also become a particularly interesting photo location.

Ukraine can boast numerous attractive and unique natural objects which could be of great interest to amateur photographers. The most promising of them are:

- Oleshkivsky Pisky – one of the few deserts of Europe. Nowadays it is considered to be the largest sandy area of Europe, which consists of seven so-called arenas. All of them are hilly, with fluctuations of the peaks up to 20 m. Since 2010 this territory has been a National Natural Park.

- The Tunnel of Love – the most romantic place in Rivne region, which is considered to be a botanical phenomenon. It is located along the railway between the towns Klevan and Orzhiv.

- Shatsky Lakes – a group of over 30 lakes in the north-western part of Volyn region, in the interfluve of the Pripyat and the Western Buh. They are an integral part of the Shatsky National Natural Park. The biggest of the lakes – Svityaz – is the deepest lake of Ukraine.

- Lake Synevyr, or the so-called “Sea Eye”, is considered to be the most valuable natural treasure of the National Natural Park “Synevyr”, and one of the most well-known attractions of the Ukrainian Carpathians. The landscape around the lake, which is utterly spectacular and majestic, has always attracted the video cameras of famous film directors. On its banks, several films have been shot, such as “Synevyr” (the first Ukrainian horror film), “Brothers. The Final Confession”, the Ukrainian-French co-production thriller “The Last Step” with Jean Reno as the leading character.

- The Dniester Canyon – the largest in Ukraine and one of the largest canyons in Europe, which was formed as a result of washing out the rocks of the Podil Highland by the river Dniester. It is a valley whose steep banks reach from 100 m to 250 m above the water surface. There are approximately 100 natural wonders and inanimate nature landmarks of global importance, as well as unique samples of cleavage, which are well-preserved.

- Granite-steppe Lands of Buh – one of the most ancient dry lands in Eurasia are located in the north-west of Mykolayiv region. The place is characterized by a unique ecosystem with a variety of relics and endemics of Mediterranean and Alpine origin. Eighty-six representatives of flora and fauna that are included in the Red Book of Ukraine and the European Red List have been discovered here (Beidyk, 2013).

- Optimistic Cave – the world’s longest gypsum labyrinth, is located in Borschchiv district of Ternopol region, to the south-west of the village of Korolivka, in the natural boundary “Korolivka”. The most valuable treasure of the cave is secondary mineral formations, which have been growing here in subterranean cavities for dozens of thousands years.

- The Uritsky Rocks – a natural wonder and archeological landmark of national importance, which does not have any analogues in Europe, is located near the village of Urych in Lviv region. The Urytsky Rocks are a part of the historical landscape complex “Tustan”. The landmark impresses visitors with its rock paintings depicting solar images and the symbol of the Sun, the purpose of which has not been discovered by scientists yet.

- The reserve “The Stone Graves” is a mountainous country in miniature located in the town of Nazarivka in Donets region. The unique granites of the reserve, aged up to two billion years, do not have any analogues in the world (Beidyk, 2013).

In our view, the following popular photo locations in Ukraine are also worth mentioning: the city of Berdyansk in Azov region; Yarenche – the Pearl of the Carpathians; the Sophia Park in Uman; Castle Palanok in Mukachevo; Vylkove – the Ukrainian Venice; Lviv – the centre of Ukrainian culture; Kamianets-Podilsky – the city of seven cultures; the Narcissus Valley; the dendropark in Kropyvnytsky; Uzhgorod in the period when oriental cherry trees bloom there; Askania-Nova, a biosphere reserve,
with its blooming flora; the urban-type settlement Olyka – “Versailles” in Volyn region.

We have created a range of schematic maps depicting photo tourism locations in the West of Ukraine. Having thoroughly analyzed all the regions within this territory, we have come to a conclusion that the most vivid and interesting of them are Transcarpathian and Ternopil regions (Figures 1-2). The analysis takes into account both quantitative indicators (the degree of saturation of historical, cultural and interesting natural objects) and qualitative parameters (their attractiveness and uniqueness).

The photo tours are usually organized by tourist companies and photography schools (Ukrainska asotsiatsiia aktyvnogo ta ekologichnogo turizmu, Ukrainian Association of Active and Ecological Tourism, 2018). In Ukraine this tourist product is offered by the tourist company “Phototours”, of Kyiv Photography School, as well as independent professional photographers. Tours organized by groups of enthusiasts guided by experienced photo tourists are gaining more and more popularity.

Fig. 1. Photo tourism locations in Transcarpathian region

Fig. 2. Photo tourism locations in Ternopil region
Moreover, we have made an attempt to systemize the proposals of the photo tours currently available in Ukraine. The list of the world photo tours organized by the company “Phototours” is presented in Table 1 below.

Kyiv Photography School is the first school in Ukraine where you are taught the mastery of photography. It organizes various photo tours and photo expeditions to the most picturesque places of Ukraine and around the whole world. The following photo tours are the most popular among tourists: “Along the Golden Roads of Georgia”, “Christmas Prague and Munich”, “The Tulips of Amsterdam”, “Indian Holi”, “Carpathian Weekend”, “Legends of Transcarpathia”, “Autumn in Transcarpathia” (Ukrainska asotsiatsiia aktyvnoho ta ekolohichnoho turyzmu, Ukrainian Association of Active and Ecological Tourism, 2018).

The findings of the research suggest that photo tourism is predominantly directed outside the boundaries of Ukraine whereas the development of internal photo tourism has been significantly slower. Nowadays just a few tourist agencies provide services of photo tours around Ukraine, most of which are aimed at photography of mountainous sceneries of the Ukrainian Carpathians. Such trips are mainly organized by professional photographers that crave to improve their mastery as well as share their experience with the trainees, but due to the unavailability of organized photo tourism, more and more often they are forced to give their preference to amateur tourism creating their own projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of photo tour</th>
<th>Destination country</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Cost, $ USA</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Demerdzhi Gold</em></td>
<td>Crimea</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>photo expedition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Legends of the Winter Caucasus</em></td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>April – May</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>photo tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Canyons of the Bugsky Guard</em></td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>photo tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Winter Melodies of the Carpathian Mountains</em></td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>photo hiking tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Colour of the Dolomites</em></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>photo tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Italian Photo Holidays</em></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>October</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>photo tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Uzbekistan – Eastern Flavour</em></td>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>November</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>photo expedition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Adygeiya Giants</em></td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>photo hiking tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Two Pearls of Gorgany</em></td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>photo hiking tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Magic of the Alpine Lakes</em></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>photo tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Winter Bavaria</em></td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>April – May</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>photo expedition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Italian Photo Holidays</em></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>December</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>photo tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Adygeiya Photo Holidays</em></td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>photo hiking tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Two Pearls of Gorgany</em></td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>photo hiking tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bugsky Guard</em></td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>September</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>photo tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Northern Lights</em></td>
<td>Sweden, Norway</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>photo expedition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Italian Spring</em></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>April – May</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>photo tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Magic of the Alpine Lakes</em></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>photo tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rhododendrons of the Great Tkhach</em></td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>photo hiking tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Soul of the Carpathian Mountains</em></td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>photo hiking tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Gold of the Dolomites</em></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>October</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>photo tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Everest Base Camp Phototrek</em></td>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>November</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>photo expedition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Northern Lights</em></td>
<td>Sweden, Norway</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>photo tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Italian Spring</em></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>photo tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rhododendron of the Great Tkhach</em></td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>photo hiking tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Two Pearls of Gorgany</em></td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>photo hiking tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Around Iceland</em></td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>August</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>photo tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Heart of Iceland</em></td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>September</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>photo tour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A vivid example of such a project is a photo project by Serhiy Topolnytsky “Ukrainian Photography”, which was initiated with the intention to revive the Ukrainian photo industry. The following photo travelers can be mentioned as the famous guides engaged in organizing photo tours in the Carpathian Mountains: Denys Kryvyi, Ihor Melika, Yuriy Shevchenko.

Photo tours in the Ukrainian Carpathians last on average 3-4 days. The minimal price is 1 500 UAH and can reach up to 4 000 UAH. The tourist usually pays extra only for the transfer to the transit city. Further, the group is transported by the organizers to the spot in the mountains where the route begins. The number of people in the group can vary.
from 4 to 15-20 individuals (Turystychna kompaniia «Phototours», 2018).

Below we give a brief overview of some of the most popular routes of photo tours within the boundaries of the Ukrainian Carpathians, which have been organized by Denys Kryvyi for the last three years (Kryvyi, 2015):

1. **Route “From Pip to Pip”**. The tourist is offered to cover the Marmaros and Chornohirsky massifs, to see the “Hutsul Alps” and the highest installation ever constructed in Ukraine – Polish stone observatory located on the top of the mountain Pip-Ivan Chornohirsky.


   **Duration**: 6-7 days.

   **Important**: special permission is needed to be obtained in advance enabling the tourist group to cross the Marmaros Mountains, as this is a border zone.

2. **Water and highland route “The Lakes of Chornohora”**. The tourist has the chance to cross the highest mountain range in Ukraine – Chornohora, to take photos of the high-altitude glacial lakes – Maricheika, Brebeneskul and Nesamovyte, as well as the observatory on the top of the mountain Pip-Ivan, which was constructed in the late 1930s.


   **Duration**: 3-5 days.

3. **Route “Mountain pasture valley Khomyak”**. The Khomyaky is the simplest of the photo routes organized to last several days. It is a great location for taking photos of the Gorgany Massif, within which there are the mountains Khomyak and Synyak – rocky mountains covered with lichen, with the slopes thickly overgrown with fir and beech woods. In summer in the mountain valley you can take photos of Hutsul highlanders’ routine life, in particular the process of cheese making.


   **Duration**: 2 – 4 days.

4. **Photo tour “Svydovets Lakes”**. Apart from the lakes in the Svidovets mountain range and the mountain pasture valleys there are numerous small rivers. In sunny weather you can catch on camera the subtle sparkling reflection of the sun on the water gleaming on the bright-green slope (for this shot it is better to use a telephoto lens).


   **Duration**: 3 – 5 days.

The territory of Transcarpathian region is highly promising for further development of photo tourism in Ukraine. The year 2015 can be considered the starting point of its development in our area. It was in 2015 when the photo studio “Time Studia” organized a photo tour in Transcarpathia named “Mountain Rules”, the programme of which included doing a personal photo project on a certain topic as well as completing various creative assignments every day. The major photo locations of the tour were the following: Borzhavska mountain pasture valley – Shypit waterfall – lake Synevyr – Ozerna Mountain – Tereble-Ritska hydroelectric power station, the Narcissus Valley – Seliska Cheese Diary – authentic picturesque village Svoboda.


Guided photo tours organized by photo traveler Ihor Melika, a well-known photographer and journalist, member of the Photographic Art Society of Ukraine and the Association of Highland Tourism of Slovakia, member of public organization “Carpathian Paths”, have advanced in popularity. Among the photo tours organized by Ihor Melika the following can be highlighted: “The Marmaros Mountains: photo trip along the Ukraine – Romania border”; “Verkhovyna Watershed Ridge”; “Borzhava Mountain Valley”; “Pre-Watershed Gorgany”; “Svydovets massif”; “Marmaros Massif”.

All the routes in the sphere of photo tourism currently available are aimed at capturing the landscape and scenic variety of the Transcarpathian area, thus being suitable for implementation of the scenic trend of photo tourism. By contrast, we offer a new tourist product of a genre character, which will extend the range of photo tours and, therefore, increase the number of potential tourists. The new tourist
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product will be of particular interest to foreign tourists from the Transcarpathian border area.

With the rapid development of social networks, one genre that is gaining increasing popularity is food photography. Visitors to public catering establishments take photos of their well-served meals and share them in their blogs, publics and social networks. Food photographers do this professionally. Nowadays food photography is a trend which is advancing in popularity day by day, as a professional quality photo of a dish plays an important role in attracting new clients, in advertisement of the establishment or the chef (Savchuk, 2016).

Food photography of Transcarpathian cuisine might become an innovational element in the development of the tourist industry in the region. In the foreseeable future, the development of exactly this trend could engage not only amateur photographers, but also connoisseurs of different kinds of gastronomic tourism, ethnic tourism etc. Moreover, the photo tour programme including photography and degustation of Transcarpathian cuisine would be extremely attractive to both national and foreign tourists.

Transcarpathian cuisine has been formed over many centuries under the influence of historical factors (up to 1945 the territory had been under the government of different European states – Austria-Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Hungary). Therefore, it has an international character, which seems logical. Each of the national minorities residing on the territory of Transcarpathia, contributed their own distinctive dishes to Transcarpathian cuisine, characterized by specific cooking practices. Transcarpathian Hungarians enriched it with bograch, goulash, perkelt, poprikash, lecho, rookit-krumplu, lotsy pechenye; Rumanians – with different kinds of tokans; Slovaki ans – with strapachky, karbonatky, bukhty; Czechs – with knedly and Segedynsky goulash; Germans – with schnitzel and old well-recognized recipes of Schwab beef. Transcarpathian Jews offer their traditional dishes: chovlent, liver cooked in a European way, stuffed fish; Gypsies – hurka, pohachy, roasted udder, fried rubtsy. At the same time, Transcarpathian cuisine is rich in original authentic dishes, the recipes of which have been preserved since ancient times and are absent in the menus of other peoples.

The aspect that facilitates popularization of the photo tour developed by us is availability of numerous degustation halls in the region, where you are offered to taste unique cheeses, meat dishes, lekvar (plum jam), honey, local wines or craft beers. Along with ethnoproducts, another essential component of the photo tour, in terms of its promotion on the tourist services market, should be its ecological compatibility. Furthermore, various gastronomic festivals that are held in the region throughout the year serve as a positive impetus to facilitate the development of the gastronomic photo tour: “Red Wine”, “Uzhgorod Palachinta”, “Varosh Palachinta”, “Fire and Meat”, “Berlybas Banush”, “Hutsul Brynza”, Festival of Riplyanka” etc.

The development of food photography of Transcarpathian cuisine is possible only on condition that the subjects of entrepreneurial activity – public catering establishments – realize the necessity to preserve national authenticity, when the menu includes the names of traditional local dishes. For instance, “bograch”, “banosh”, “lotsy pecheny”, “holasl”, “kremzlyky” but not “deruny” etc.

Below you can find the programme of the newly developed photo tour “Gastronomic Transcarpathia”. Duration of the tour – 3 days. The progression of the route: city of Uzhgorod – city of Perechyn – city of Mukachevo village Nyzhne Selische village Botar city of Uzhgorod (Drawing 3). The tourist group will be given a unique opportunity to get acquainted with Transcarpathia, traditions of Transcarpathian cuisine and to combine this pleasure with their hobby – photography.

Estimated cost of the tour – 3000 UAH per person. Group size – 7 persons + guide.

Day 1
9:00. Meeting the tourist group at the railway station.
9:30. Check-in at hotel “Ungvarskiy”
10:00 – 11:00. Morning coffee in confectionery “Shtefanyo”. Acquaintance with the group members.
11:00 – 12:00. Lecture on the topic “Food photography” and practical part of photography “Uzhgorod delicacies” together with a professional confectioner.
12:30 – 14:30. Lunch in restaurant “Detsa u Notarya” (or restaurant “Schwabenhof” with Schwab cuisine). Degustation of traditional Transcarpathian dishes. Master class on food photography provided by professionals and lecture on traditional Transcarpathian cuisine given by the guide.
15:00 – 17:00. Excursion around Uzhgorod. Walk along the Linden alley, visit to Uzhgorod Castle, museum-skansen (open air museum) of Transcarpathian architecture and household life.
17:30 – 18:30. Transfer to the city of Perechyn. Master class on food blogging by a professional photographer.
19:00 – 20:00. Dinner in tavern “Pidkova”. Degustation of dishes from Hungarian, Slovakian and German cuisines.
20:30 – 21:30. Return trip to Uzhgorod. Discussion of the material photographed and demonstration of food photograph processing by a professional (hotel “Ungvarskiy”).
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21:30. Free time (walk around night Uzhgorod).

Day 2.
9:00 Breakfast.
10:00 – 12:00. Transfer to the city of Mukachevo. Food lecture with practical part in restaurant “Hrafksiy Dvir”.
13:00 – 14:00. Lunch in the restaurant. Degustation of interesting fish soup (holasle) cooked on the basis of Transcarpathian fish mix (carp, pike, sturgeon). Gourmets will have an opportunity to taste craft beer and exclusive garage wine in this restaurant.
14:20 – 15:40. Transfer to the village of Nyzhnye Selyshche.

16:00 – 17:00. Visit to the well-known cheese dairy, excursion. Master class on food photography of Transcarpathian cheeses and wines. Degustation.
17:20 – 19:00. Transfer to the village of Botar. On the way visit to the wine cellar in Vinogradovo district.
19:30 – 20:00. Food photography of local meats. Communication with local gourmets.
20:00 – 21:00. Dinner. Sleep time.

Day 3
9:00. Breakfast.
10:00 Return trip to Uzhgorod.

Fig. 3. Route plan of the photo tour “Gastronomic Transcarpathia”

Development of photo tours within the area will promote revival and further development of the traditional culture: national architecture, art, trades – everything that contributes to the local colour of the land. Rural landscapes are the competitive advantage of Transcarpathian region. We consider that photography of rural motifs could become a new powerful spur for the foreigners to come and discover Ukraine and, simultaneously, the alternative to “urbanized Europe”.

Transcarpathia can offer a huge variety of other places, which, if properly promoted, can interest both Ukrainian and foreign photographers. Among the prospective vectors of photo tourism development within the territory of Transcarpathia the following can be singled out: monuments of architecture and city planning (medieval castles of Transcarpathia, city architecture of Uzhgorod, Mukachevo, Beregovo, Khust); cultural component (festivals, holidays, customs, traditional ceremonies, traditional clothes); unique nature reserves (Smereckovy Kamin, Obava Kamin, Sokolyni Rocks, caves of Uholka Massif and natural boundaries Cherleny Kamin, Polonyna Runa, Antalovtsy Polyana); crocus fields in the dendrology park “Berezynka” in Mukachevo district and in the village Kolochava in Mizhgirya district; lavender fields in Uzhgorod district, the Narcissus Valley in Kyshe of Khust district.

Among the main limiting factors hindering photo tourism development in Ukraine as a whole
and in Transcarpathian region in particular, we would like to emphasize the low availability of photo tour proposals, the informational vacuum concerning tour agencies in Ukraine that offer organized photo tours within the territory of our state, the low availability of transport corresponding to European standards, the limited focus of photographers - mostly on the wedding industry and individual photography, the unwillingness of professional and amateur photographers to pay money for organized tours, problematic accessibility of photo locations, especially in the Carpathian area (due to lack of personal transport), unwillingness within the photo and tourist industry to develop new trends.

**Conclusions.** Nowadays photo tourism is considered to be one of the most promising forms of active leisure for further development in Ukraine. It could diversify the variety of tourist services on the national market and attract more tourists, including foreigners, in the foreseeable future. At present, photo tours are being actively carried out only in the Western regions of the country. All the routes in the sphere of photo tourism currently available are aimed at capturing the landscape and scenic variety of the Transcarpathian area. As an alternative product, we have created a tourist route of a genre character photo tour “Gastronomic Transcarpathia”, which could popularize the spiritual and cultural heritage of this multinational border region.
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